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Important!!
Please disinfectize your hands before entering the classroom! 

入室前にアルコールを使用して手指消毒を行ってください。

Please disinfectize your chair and table! 
①ペーパーにアルコールを噴霧してください。
②アルコールが噴霧されたペーパーで、使用箇所（テーブル、
椅子など）を拭き取ってください。
③使用済のペーパーは廊下のごみ箱に捨ててください。
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Build UI in designer view

(Label)
(Label)

(TextBox)

(Button)

(TextBox)
(Label)

(Label)



Switch to blocks view
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label
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Create Empty Question/Answer List

Rename the global variables to ‘QuestionList’ 
and ‘AnswerList’
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Add User’s Inputs to Question Lists
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Add User’s Inputs to Answer Lists

In a similar way, add user’s input answers to the AnswerList.
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Show Questions in the QuestionList
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Show Questions List

We need to use this join string block; 
otherwise, only one question will show up.

The ‘¥n’ means 
starting a new line
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Clean ‘showQuestionList’ label before showing 
questions



Test App on Emulator
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Click on the aiStarter on your computer, you should see the
following window open.



Test App on Emulator
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Code Anatomy: Android Quiz App

Initialize two global variables of list type

Add user’s input question to the QuestionList

Add user’s input answer to the AnswerList

Clean the label before showing the question list

Show all the questions in the QuestionList
in the ‘showQuestionList’ label



Assignment

6.1  Complete the hands-on tasks in the tutorial
✓ If you finish all the steps in class, show your Create Quiz App to one of the 

instructors before you leave
✓ If you cannot finish all the steps, you can work on them after class and show 

your app to one of the instructors in the class next week

6.2  Make sure you have completed the assignment in 
previous classes and get them checked by the instructors.
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Assignment (Optional)

6.3  If you have time, why not adding more features to 
the Quiz Game?

6.3.1 restart from the first question when you take a wrong answer.

6.3.2 show "Congratulations!" N times after all correct, where N means 
the number of questions.

# You can change questions and answers as you like.
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